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Notes 

lKinkade, M. Dale and Clarence Sloat. Proto-
Eastern Interior Salish Vowels." IJAL 38; 26-48, 
1972. ~Iy paper is meant to be read with this article 
at hand. 

2'Back' consonants are r, uvulars and pharyngeals. 

3For a discussion of this phenomenon see my paper 
"Pharyngeal movement in Colville and related phenomena 
in the Interior languages." 11th ICSL, Seattle CUW 
preprint, pp. 148-66). 

~Strong suffixes are stressed. See the immediately 
folioKing paragraph in the text for further discussion 
of stress and morpheme weight. 

. sSpokan forms are taken from Barry F-. Carlson's 
unpublished Spohn Dictionary. 
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o. Mule basic grarranatical descriptions for Interior Sali

shan Spokane and nearly identical Kalispel have been available 

for some time (Barry F. Carlson, A Grarranar of Spokane, 1972; 

Hans Vogt, The Kalispel Language, 1940), 1.ll1til recently a very 

interesting morpheme, the -e- 'repetitive' aspect, has gone 

tmnoticed. This has been a particularly glaring omission since 

it seems that nearly any word, simple or complex, has the poten

tial to occur in the repetitive aspect. In this way -e- is like 

the three very productive reduplication patterns that occur in 

the language: C1VCZ- 'plural', CIV- 'diminutive', and -VCZ 

'inceptive' . 

The fol101;ing paper discusses the rules which allow correct 

placement of -e- within a word. As well, it shows how previously 

ul1eA~lained occurrences of unstressed surface vowels, root redup

lications and glottalized resonants are due to this morpheme. 

Since the insertion of -e- must be disUlssed within the broader 

fram~~ork of Spokane word building and phonological rules, I will 

first provide a brief sketch of Spokane words. 

1. At w~e heart of the Spokane system of word building are 

t.ypical CVC(C) roots. Roots may take prefixes or suffixes or stand 

alone to form Nords. 

When a root occurs alone to fonn a word, it takes primary 

stress. ~ben prefixes are added, primary stress is still placed 

1 

on the root. When the suffixes are added, primary stress may 

occur on the root or on one of the suffixes. Roots and suffixes 

involved will determine stress placement. 

Suffixes fall into three groups: Those that are strong 

(suffixes which always take the stress from a root); unstressed 

suffixes, which do not have an 1.ll1derlying vowel; and variable 

suffixes, which have both stressed and unstressed variants. The 

last take stress when it is not automatically placed on the root 

or on a strong suffix in the same form. When unstressed their 

1.ll1derlying vowels are usually lost. 

Roots are divided into three main groups: strong roots, 

which take the stress unless a strong suffix is present; weak 

roots, which lose stress to variable suffixes as well as to strong 

suffixes. Unstressed, these roots usually lose their underlying 

vowels. If no variable or strong suffixes are present. "eak roots 

occur stressed. There are also a number of variable roots, which 

sometimes act like strong roots, at other times as weak roots. 

Various combinations are illustrat.ed belm;. Underlying and sur-

face forms are given. 

There are sane conventibns for citing underlying forms. 

Strong roots and strong suffixes are listed in underlying forms 

with a stressed vm;el; vowels of weak roots and variable suf

fixes are not marked. Variable roots are marked "with a ~ over 

the vowel. 
2 
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Strong root/variable suffix 

!!pUl-s-t-es// pulsc He ki~~ed it. 

(root //pul// kiLL, variable suffix //-es// he) 

Strong root/strong suffix 

//pUl-s-t-sut// palscUt He kiZ~ed himse~f· 

(root //plllil ki~l, strong suffix II-stit/I reflexive) 

Weak root/variable suffix 

Iisil-n-t-esi/ s~lantes He chopped it. 

(root //5il// chop, variable suffix /I-esll he) 

Wea.\ root/strong suffix/variable suffix 

//sil-r~-n-t-es// salautiys He managed to get it chopped. 

(root //5il// chop, strong suffix II-uti-/I success, 

variable suffix II-es// he) 

Variable root/variable suffix 

Acting strong 

I/?upn/-eest/-qinll ?opancstqan one hundred 2 

Acting weak 

II?Upn/-ecst/-e1~e?l/ ?upancst&i~e? ten anima~s 

(variable root /I?upn/I ten, variable suffixes 

I/-eestl/ hand, work /I-qinll head. top 1/-e1~e?11 

anima~) 
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The suffixes in the last two exaJlllles are lexical suffixes. 

All other suffixes are called gramnatical suffixes. Lexical 

suffixes follow a root and precede gramnatical suffixes, 

although a small number of primary grmmnatical suffixes may 

intervene between a root and lexical suffixes. The term lexical 

is used because they often have very concrete meanings. They 

are cited in underlying fonns with a preceding slash U) and a 

hyphen (-). 

When two variable grmmnati,cal suffixes occur with a weak 

root or a weak acting variable root, the first is stressed. 

I/sil-n-t-si-esll salancls He chopped you (up). 

(root //sil// chop, variable suffixes II-si-II you, 

I I-es/ I he) 

Variable lexical suffixes are stressed rather than accompa-

nying variable grmmnatical suffixes. 

1/?aYlw/-ecst-m-s-t-enll ?aYlwecstamstan I tired him out. 

(root II?aYlwII tired, variable suffixes ll-eestll hand. work. 

I/-enll I) 

It is not (yet) possible to predict which lexical suffix 

will be stressed when more than one lexical suffLx fonns a long 

base. 

The above discussion has assumed- two rules thus. far: 

(1) stress assignment; (2) deletion of unstressed vowels. 

4 
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Unstressed vowels of roots or affixes can be retaL~ed if they are 

adjacent to a laryngeal or unrounded. pharyngeal consonant. For 

exaJuple, the vOIvel of the weak root 11?aIr1f"11 shave is retained in 

?aIr1f"<lnten He shaved it. 

Other unstressed surface vOlo/els are due to syllabification of 

sen>ivOIVel resonants fly!1 and Ilwl! (in either roots or affixes). 

and uvular pharyngeal resonant ~w (only in roots) which become i, 

II and 0 respectively wllen they are not adjacent to vowels. The 

root Ilte..v! I lr.J.Y, seH shows this development when it occurs' 

unstressed in tum1st He seZls or buys things, from II te..v·mist//, 

strong suffix ll-misti/ middle [voice] reflexive. (Compare 

ste...can groceries, from /Is-tew/-cinl/, variable suffix II-cinll 

mouth, food.) This rule of syllabification must follow stress 

assignment and v01vel deletion. 

2. If the component morphemes of a word require stress to be 

placed on a suffix, marking for repetitive aspect is achieved by 

insertil1g -e- within the root, in place of a deleted underlying 

vm~el. In addition, if there are unglottalized resonants (m, n, 

1, 1', y, W, ~. ~W) within the word, in the repetitive form they 

3 h" f . i ~ , -. become glottalized.· For example, t e repet~t~ve orm ec~nten 

I ha'Jwil'ed it back together; I tied it over and over is based 

on a weak root Illi~11 followed by suffixes of the transitive 

system: II-nil aontrot ,II-til transitive. and II-enll I • 
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The corresponding non-repetitive fonn would bel~anten I tied it. 

In the same way, the repetitive fonn ioaq"'aflt~ I put bands 

on over and over. is based on the weak root I li:oq "'II banded. The 

-!- allomorph of the repetitive is due to the vowel lowering rule 

(cf. £n. 2). The corresponding non-repetitive would be ioq"anten 

I put a band around it. Derivations showing the development of 

these two repetitives follow. 

Illi~-n-t-en/1 Ili:oq"-n-t-enll Rules 

li~-n-t-en iooq"-n-t-en Stress 

~ -1 c-n-t-en io qW-n-t -en Vowel deletion 

le~-n-t-en ieq"-n-t-en Infixation 

ie~-fl-t-efl ioeq"'-fl-t-eft Glottalization 

-"'-------- ioaq"-fi-t-efi Vowel lowering 

ie~afltefi ioaq"'afitefl Schwa insertion 
before a resonant 

Roots containing the semivowel resonants y or ~ syllabify 

these segments to l or ~ respectively when their underlying root 

vowel is deleted under lack of stress (cf. 1.). For example, a 
4 

root like I Iyill I poke becomes il in a form like ?il~nten I poked 

it (1Iyi1-n-t-en/1 poke-control-trpnsitive-I). However, when it 

occurs in a repetitive form the -e- infix is present and the semi

vowel does not syllabify: yel~fitefi I .kept poking. As well, the 

root I I r::iJMI I say. te U becomes c~ in a repetitive like 

nc~c1fihtx'" You repeated what somebody said (11r::iJMI-cin-n-t-ex"'l/ 

6 
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say-mouth-control-transitive-you). The root /Iqey// to Zive 

becomes 9i when it loses stress to a suff~ ?s in q1mUt"y?? tipi 

C/lqey-m!-utye?11 to live-derivational suffix-on ground). However, 

when it OCOlrs unstressed in a repetitive form it appears as ~, 

as in qe}:h"'eye? play house U Iqey/-eixW-eye? / / live-house-seems 

b . 5 
to e but 1S not). 

The rule of resonant syllabification is ordered after -e

insertion, as shown by the following derivations of yei"ftt~ 

I kept poking and ?il"nten I poked it. 

Repetitive Non-repetitive Rules 

/Iyil-n-t-enl/ //yil-n-t-en// 

yil-n-t-en yil-n-t-en Stress 

y l-n-t-en y l-n-t-en Vowel deletion 

yel-n-t-en ---------- Infixation 

yei-A-t-eA -----_ .. _-- Glottalization 

---------- i l-n-t-en Syllabification 

-----_ .. _-- ?i l-n-t-en Glottal insertion 

yel"AteA ?i1"nten Schwa insertion 

\I'hen a root containing a rounded pharyngeal resonant 'I'" as 

Cz occurs unstressed, the underlying vowel is deleted and !: syl

labifies to ~ [~]. Thus the resonant syllabification ~le applies 
6 

to ~. l and ,w. In this way· 1/ ca ," / I bathe becomes co as in 

cOlsemon He Zikes to bathe (//ca'lw-ls-emn// bathe-get in a state, 
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position-one who), and Ilco'>"// fringed also becomes co as in 

conten I fringed it (/Ico'>w-n- t -en// fringed-control-transitive

I). However, in repetitives like ca~W"lseye? He seems to be bath

ing (//ca,w-ls-eye?// bathe-get in a state, position-STB) and 

cah~ftteA .I kept fringing it U lco,>w-n-t-en/ / fringed-control

transitive-I), -e- is present (lowered to -~- by the vowel lower

ing rule) and there is no resonant syllabification. In the same 

way //~a,>w~// muddy appears with a vowel in a repetitive like 

~a~w~"fttes He kept smearing here and there (/I~,>w~-n-t-es// 

muddy-control-transitive-he), b~t syllabifies its resonant in a 

non-repetitive like ~o~"ntan I smeared it (//~a,w~-n-t-en/I 
7 

muddy-control-transitive-I). Derivations of non-repetitive 

conten I fringed it and repetitive ca~w"ftteft I kept fringir~ it 

follow. 

Repetitive Non-repetitive Rules 

/ /co<;w-n-t -en/ / /Ico'iw-n-t-en/I 

co'iw-n-t-en co,"-n-t-en Stress 

c 'iw-n-t-en c ,w-n-t -en Vowel deletion 

ce<;w-n-t-en ---------- Infixation 

ce~w-h-t-eh _ ... _---_.!_- Glottalization 

---------- conten Syllabification 

ca~w-h-t-eh ---------- Vowel Lowering 

Ca~w"hteA ..,.--------"" Schwa insertion 

8 
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As outlined in section 1, roots with protective laryngeal or 

unrounded pharyngeal consonants can retain their vowels under lack 

of stress. However, in suffix stressed fonus, roots with the shape 

//?iCZ(C3)/1 appear with the vowel ~ replacing the underlying vowel 

in repetitive formations. The root II?ftsll sZeep shows this deve

lopment in ?etseye? He feigns sZeep CI/1ts-eye?11 sleep-STB) and 

the root 11?1inll eat shows it in ?eiabeye? He just snacks 

CI/?fin-eye?/I eat-SIB). 

Roots with the shape //?eC2(C3)11 (where neither Cz or C3 can 

be a uvular) appear with the vowel ~ in both repetitive and non-
e 

repetitive formations. The root / I?err&,w II to skin, peeZ as in 

?emkY~nten I skir~ed it C//?emkw-n-t-enll skin-control-transitive

I) appears with only glotta1ized resonants marking it as a repeti

tive in ?ef.&"anten I. kept skinning it. 

In like fashion, roots with the shape //?aCZ(C3)/1 (where 

either C2 or C3 must be uvular) appear with the vowel! in repeti

tive formations, as ShOlVTl by heca?arrWteya?ey He's al;ways making 

beZiave he's tired C//hec-?aYlw-t-eye?-i// progressive-tired-sta

tive-STB-contL~uative). Again, only the glottalized resonants mark 

the fom as repetitive. To date, there are no examples showing 

repetitive formations with the root shapes //?uCZ(C3)//.or 

/ /?oCZ(C3)// (Spokane has the underlying vowels i, e, a, u, and 0.) 

Examples are also lacking for roots beginning with the laryngeal ~. 
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Roots with protecting 'I or ~ as Cl or Cz all have an under-

9 
lying vowel!. This.vowel remains ~ in surface fonus regardless 

of whether the word fom is repetitive or non-repetitive. For 

example, '1acanten I tied it (//'1ac-n-t-en// tie-control-transi

tive-!) is non-repetitive and ~acafiteh I kept tying it is repe

titive. As well, ya~amsten I gathered it (/Iya~-m-s-t-enll 

gathered, all-derivational suffix-causative-transitive-I) is non

repetitive and ya~afusteye? He was supposed to gather but didn't 

(1Iya~-m-s-t-eye?11 gathered, all-derivational suffix-causative

transitive-SIB) is repetitive •. 

There is no evidence to date to show that roots with the 

shape IICiV?11 can enter into -e- repetitive formations. Instead, 

distributive plural reduplication is used to indicate that an acti

vity repeats or continues. The Spokane distributive plural is 

CIVCZ-' although with IIC1V?/1 roots the reduplicated glottal stop 

is regularly lost, so that the pattern looks like C1V-. Thus 

Iliu?l/ poke, spear as in iu?anten I stabbed him in the distri

butive plural would be fu1u? as in iuiu7anten I kept stabbing him. 

Therefore, except in the case of C1V? roots, -e- replaces 

unlike underlying vowels that ¥e protected from deletion. However. 

to date there is only evidence to show I Iii I replaced by -e-. Since 

Ile/l and Iiall of roots are in complementary distribution (! occur

ring only before a uvular obstruent or uvular pharyngeal or after 

10 
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a u\1Jlar pharyngeal), this analysis assumes that they are both like 

vowels and no replacement occurs. If -e- did replace / / a/ / it would 

become -,e.- by vowel lowering in any case. 10 Appendix A contains 

more examples of suffix stressed repetitives. 

3. When stress must occur on the root of a Spokane word, mark

ing for repetitive aspect is achieved by reduplicating Cl of the 

root and inserting -e- after this reduplicated element. As before, 

glottalization of resonants accompanies the infix. For example, 

note the repetitive hehl~~ntxY You kept cutting (//n1~-n-t-exw// 

cut-control-transitive-you) , based on the strong root //ni~// cut. 

The corresponding non-repetitive would be nl~3ntxY You cut it •. 

Even weak roots form the repetitive in this way when they 

occur without suffixes.' For example, henieH~ It's tied aU up, 

r~yuired together (//hec-n-li~// progressive-in, at-tied) is based 

on .the weak root / /"riV / . (Compare suffix stressed ie~3hten 

I 1u:.Y-w'il';;:i it baek together cf. 2.) Derivations of these two repe

titives follow. 

/Inl~-n-t-ex"'// /lhec-n-li~l/ Rules 

nl~-n-t-ex" hec-n-ll~ Stress 

n1~-n-t- xY -_ .. _------ Vowel deletion 

n n1~-n-t- x" hec-n-l li~ Reduplication 

nen1~-n-t- xY hec-n-lell~ Infixation 

11 
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hec-n-IeH~ 

he- n-ieH~ 

hen3ieH~ 

Glottalization 

deletion of c 11 

Schwa insertion 

Appendix B contains more examples of root stressed repetitives. 

4. . For some t:ime now,· my Spokane corpus has contained seeming

ly aberrant forms with unexplained occurrences of unstressed sur

face vowels, root reduplications and glottalized resonants. These 

are now analyzable as repetitives. For example *~lck"3Ie? 

meadow~ark can now be seen as ,a repetitive based on a root //wIck"// 

'?'. The suffix is probably / / -ule?xY / / ground. S:imilarly, words 

like c3~a~~~e? canta~oupe (//c-'~/-i~e?// after,toward-striped-

k" ) and v • ~w" , S 1n c~3lay qa~~tan buttons on the front of a man's pants 

(/I~-lo)Y/-qrnif-tn// on-fit together-pelvic area-instrument) can 
now be explained. Spokane -e- has proved to be a very :important 

morpheme. 

12 
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Footnotes 

L The inventory of consonants and vowels in Spokane is as fol

lows: p t ceq kW qW ? P t t ~ ~ q kW qw· s 5 i ~ xW ~w h m n r 

1 y w " ,'" ill It f y i ~ ~ ~w i e a u o. Unstressed ~ is a predict

able, epenthetic vowel. 

2. It is a general rule that Ilell becomes.!!. and Ilull becomes~ 

([0]) before a following uvular within a word; a [-low] vowel 

becomes a [+low] vowel before [+low] consonants. This is the 

vowel lm,ering rule. 

3. Apparently, resonants in prefixes are not affected. 

4. It is a general rule that glottal stop is inserted before word 

initial vOl,els. This is the glottal insertion rule. 

5. The suffix II-eye?// seems to be but is not is often accompa

nied by the repetitive morpheme. The semantic contribution of the 

repetitive is sometimes difficult to determine in these forms. 

Numerous examples occur in the paper. Henceforth this suffix will 

be glossed SI'B. 

6. There are no examples showing ,was Cl syllabifying. 

7. Note that I I-en! I I has a lowered suffix vowel in the non-repe

titive (but not in the repetitive). Sometimes a root with a 

13 
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pharyngeal will cause a suffix to have a lower voweL For a 

thorough discussion of this topic see Anthony Mattina, "Pharyngeal 

movement in Colville and related phenomena in the Interior langua

ges," XI ICSL Working Papers, 1976. 

8. Historically, Spokane!:. developed from *.!!:. which fronted and 

raised unless a following uvular or a preceding uvular pharyngeal 

was present, in which case it remained.!!.. There are sane exceptio

nal roots with .!!. where this conditioning is not apparent, for 

example I lham/ I meZt. For a full discussion see M. Dale Kinkade 

and Clarence D. Sloat, "Proto-Eastern Interior Salish Vowels," 

IJAL ~8 (1972):26-48. 

9. cf. fn. 8. 

10. Cf. £n. 2. The environment of the vowel lowering rule would 

have to be expanded to include preceding uvular pharyngeals; 

[+low] , [+voice] consonants. 

11. A very limited rule deletes £.of l/hec-II actua~ before Ilnl! 

in. at. 

14 
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Appendix A 

Suffix Stressed Repetitive ~orms 

$ccehepa1e?eh I Zed it around (//c-cVh!-eple?-n-t-en// after

toward-hold-knobbed, handle-control-transitive-I). Where the 

underlying root VO\ .. el is not known a V is written. 

cehxWahtes He kept touching (//cvAxw-n-t -es// hold-control-tran

sitive-he) 
..) , , ... .s 
cerantes He kept cutting (//cer-n-t-es// cut-control-transitive-

he) 

fePahteh I marked alL over it in different places C//iVp-n-t-en// 

mark-control-transitive-I) 

iekwpamlft pitch fork (//fikw-p-min// pierced-lack of control-in

stnunent) 

qecailistem He had a number of spasms (//qVc-m-s-t-em// shrunken-

derivational suffix-causative-transitive-passive) 

rra~Wantes He kept making it flow C//mV~w-n-t-es// flow-control 

transi tive-he) 

pehAteh I foUied it C//pIh-n-t-en// bent-control-transitive-I) 

&pqahteh I stuck it in more than one place (/ /l:.apq-n-t-en/ / 

stuck-control-transitive-I) 

, "1 ? W , ncelu e x tan fence posts (//n-til/-ule?xW-tn// in, at-stand (pl)-

ground, earth-instnunent, thing) 

IS 

-': 

seiahteh I chopped just to do it (//sil-n-t-en// chop-control

transitive-I) 

taqWameya?ey He's just sewing for nothing (//toqw-m-eye?-i// 

sew-derivational su£fix-STB-continuative) 

hec~weiameya?ey He's just passing the time (//hec-k~i-m-eye?-i// 

progressive-make, do-derivational su£fix-STB-continuative) 

henkwehame}a?ey He's just singing for nothing 

(//hec-n-kWVn-m-eye?-i// progressive-in, at-sing-derivatio-

. nal suffix-STB-continuative) 

~eiieye? He's pretending to be dead (//Xil [inceptive reduplica

tionJ-STB) 

taqWqWeye? He's pretending to be crying (//taqw-eye?// cry [in

ceptive reduplicationJ-STB) 

~~lseye? He's trying t~ be old (//~ew-ls-eye?// old-get to a 

position, state-STB) 

?emseye? He's moving for nothing (//?~-eye?// move-STB) 

~acameye? He's making believe that he's tying something 

(//~ac-m-eye?/I tie-derivational suffix-STB) 

la~wahteh I put it together and took it apart again untU it fit 

(//lo~w-n-t-en// fit ~gether-control-transitive-I) 

Ca~wseye? He shouted for nothing (//cV,Ws-eye?// shout-STB) 

t ca~Wsahteh I shouted over and over to get their attention. 

(//cV,ws-n-t-en// shout-control-transitive-I) 

na4we&ah thief. robber (//naqW_emn// steal-one Who) 

16 



Appendix B 

Root Stressed Repetitive Forms 

kWekWuli?s He kept making things to see if they worked (like 

a puzzle] c/lkwul-n-t-es// make, do-control-transitive-he) 

hehlti?s He kept cutting (1Inf~-n-t-es/1 cut-centrol-transitive-

he) 

saMehl~aIhah saw miH (/ /s-n-hi~-min// nominal-in, at-cut-in

strument) 

heckwekwUdam He kept borrowing C//hec-kwUdn-i// progressive

borrow-continuative) 

kWekwupdn I kept pushing (//kwup-n-t-en// push-control-transitive-

I) 

ialaqan I just covered things as I went along CI/laq-n-t-en/I 

bury-control-transitive-I) 

~a~aqi?s He heated it over and over (aimlessly) (//~-n-t-es/I 

hot-control-transitive-he) 

?,eMcantxW find (/ /wlc-n-t-exw // see-ccntrol-transitive-we) 

~e?;ekWi?s He keeps hiding things (1IwekW-n-t-esll hide-control

transitive-he) 

xWaxWlst He paced back and forth just to exercise (I/xwist/I) 

walk 

ceclci?s He kept going there C//cic-n-t-esl/ arrive at-control

. transitive-he) 

17 

Kw~w~weiam garbage collectors (//sxw-~wel-m// one who-abandon

middle) 

e~ekWstah I kept taking them away (//~ekW-s-t-en// remove-sub-

stitutive-transitive-I) 

~e~ah I kept dealing (//me~-n-t-en// mix-centrol-transitive-I) 

~~ah I put a dab here and there (I/mf~-n-t-en// cever with a 

liquid-control-transitive-I) 

efuera?eh I taught him (I/meye?-n-t-en// tell-control-transitive-

I) 

epfnhtxW You foZded it over and over (1Iplh-n-t-exw// bent

control-transitive-you) 

afaqq He kept sitting C/lfaq// (inceptive reduplication]) 

etesals He kept standing up (//tes-ls/I stand-get in a position, 

state) 

e?~taA I kept feeding (/I?efu-t-n-t-enll feed-stative-control

transitive- I) 

e?epan I kept feeding (I/?ep-n-t-enl/ wipe-control-transitive-

I) 

ayeca?e?1mSi I keep moving fI'Om one pZace to another 

(//Cn-hec-?~~i/I I-progressive-move-continuative) 

a~wosan I keep Zosing (//~wos-n-t-en// lose:control-transitive-

I) 

18 
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Spokane -e,.. 

Additions: 

1. ieWahteh 'I stabbed in different places' //iV~,..n,-t-en// stab , spear-control-
transitive-I 

2. ~e?uk8~8h 'I keep taking it back' //?ukw-n-t-en// bring,-control-trrulsitive-I 

3 . ?uk8w8n' I took it back.' 

4. n8~e?uixW 'He kept going in' //n-?uixw// at,in-go,enter 

S. n8?uixW 'He went in' 

6. ?e?iskw818ft 'I scattered here and there' //?lskWl-n-t-en// scatter-control-
transitive-I 

., 




